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The thermally induced sigmatropic isomerization of the pseudosaccharyl allylic ether [3-(allyloxy)-1,2-
benzisothiazole 1,1-dioxide; ABID] has been investigated by a multidisciplinary approach using temperature
dependent infrared spectroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry, and polarized light thermomicroscopy,
complemented by theoretical methods. Migration of the allylic system from O to N occurs in the melted
ABID, and the thermally obtained 2-allyl-1,2-benzisothiazol-3(2H)-one 1,1-dioxide (ABIOD) starts to be
produced at ca. 150 °C, in a process with an activation energy of ∼92 kJ mol-1. From kinetic data, a concerted
[3,3′] sigmatropic mechanism is proposed. In the temperature range investigated, ABIOD was found to exhibit
polymorphism. Cooling of the molten compound leads to the production of a metastable crystalline form,
which upon annealing at room temperature might be transformed to the stable crystalline phase. ABID shows
a single crystalline variety. Assignments were proposed for the infrared spectra of the observed neat condensed
phases of the two compounds.

Introduction

Benzisothiazoles, also known as pseudosaccharins, are often
vital structural units of biologically active systems and have
important applications in major areas. Benzisothiazolyl and
isothiazolyl derivatives are used in agriculture, as herbicides,
fungicides, and pesticides.1,2 In medicine, benzisothiazole
derivatives act as antibiotic agents,3 as phospholipase inhibitors
in the treatment of hepatic diseases,4 as inhibitors of the human
leukocyte elastase,5,6 and as selective blockers of the estrogen
receptor, in the treatment of breast cancer.7 A new class of
substituted benzisothiazolones has shown antiviral activity
against retroviruses (e.g., HIV virus),8 and the first nonben-
zoannelated 4-amino-2,3-dihydroisothiazole 1,1-dioxide, lacking
a 3-oxo group, has recently been described and shows anti-
HIV-1 activity.9,10

Pseudosaccharyl ethers have particularly important synthetic
uses as intermediate compounds for reductive cleavage of the
C-O bond in phenols and alcohols.11-13 Much of the reactivity
of these ethers can be ascribed to changes in bond lengths around
the central CHAR-O-CA ether bonds (HAR ) heteroaromatic
ring and A ) allyl, benzyl, naphthyl, or aryl group), caused by
the powerful electron-withdrawing effect of the pseudosaccharyl
ring system. The neat result of these electronic changes provides
a molecular structure in which the originally strong CA-O bond
becomes easily cleavable. When the compounds are heated neat
or in solution, this bond may then be broken, while the CHAR-O
bond becomes a double bond, affording the corresponding

N-allyl- or N-alkylbenzisothiazolones through Cope- or Chap-
man-like isomerizations, respectively.14-18

The thermal isomerization of 3-methoxy-1,2-benzisothiazole
1,1-dioxide has been addressed recently.17 It was shown that
its Chapman-type conversion into 2-methylbenzisothiazol-3-one
1,1-dioxide occurs in the melted phase and also in the crystalline
phase. The mechanism was investigated on the basis of X-ray
diffraction analysis and computational models.18 Results point
to an energetic preference for a “quasi-simultaneous” intermo-
lecular [1,3′] transfer of methyl, over an intramolecular mech-
anism.18

On the other hand, the thermal isomerizations of several
3-allyloxybenzisothiazoles have been studied in the melted phase
and in solution,14-16 and the obtained results indicated that
migration of the allyl group from O to N may proceed through
both [1,3′] and [3,3′] mechanisms, the relative importance of
each mechanism depending on various factors: structure of the
allyl vinyl system (effect of substitution on the allylic moiety),
polarity of the reaction medium, and temperature and time of
reaction. The thermal behavior of the studied 3-allyloxyben-
zisothiazoles contrasts with that observed for the corresponding
tetrazolyl derivatives,19-21 known to afford exclusively the [3,3′]
isomers when heated, through a concerted mechanism similar
to the symmetry-allowed general Cope rearrangement.22,23 For
the allylsaccharyl ethers, it may be proposed that the [3,3′]
isomers result from a concerted sigmatropic rearrangement,
similar to that observed for allyloxytetrazoles. On the other hand,
the [1,3′] isomers could result from a fragmentation-recombina-
tion mechanism or, alternatively, from an allowed concerted
pseudopericyclic process similar to that observed in the rear-
rangement of allylic esters.24,25

There are then still many open questions regarding the
isomerization of allylsacharyl ethers, which deserve further
investigation. In the present paper, we report the results of our
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studies on the thermal isomerization of 3-(allyloxy)-1,2-ben-
zisothiazole 1,1-dioxide (ABID; Scheme 1) using a concerted
methodological approach, in which temperature dependent
infrared spectroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry, and
polarized light thermomicroscopy were used, complemented by
theoretical methods. The selection of the target compound was
partially dictated by the fact that we have recently characterized
in detail structurally and spectroscopically both the reactant
molecule (ABID) and the isomerization product, 2-allyl-1,2-
benzisothialol-3(2H)-one 1,1-dioxide (ABIOD; Scheme 1),26,27

so that the present study can take advantage of the previously
obtained information.

Experimental and Computational Methods

3-(Allyloxy)-1,2-benzisothiazole 1,1-dioxide (ABID) was
synthesized by reaction of prop-2-en-1-ol with 3-chloro-1,2-
benzisothiazole 1,1-dioxide (pseudosaccharyl chloride), in the
presence of base, as described for the synthesis of other
allyloxysaccharins.16 The required product was obtained as light
yellow needles from ethanol (62% yield; mp 140 ( 0.1 °C; 1H
NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ, 5.05 (2H, d), 5.40-5.60 (2H, dd),
6.10-6.20 (1H, m), 7.70-7.80 (3H, m), 7.90 (1H, d); MS (CI)
m/z 224 ([M + H]+), m/z 241 ([M + NH4]+).

2-Allyl-1,2-benzisothiazol-3(2H)-one 1,1-dioxide (ABIOD)
was obtained from ABID, by heating a neat sample at ca. 150
°C and keeping the sample at this temperature until all reactant
had disappeared, as confirmed by thin layer chromatography
(TLC) analysis (quantitative yield; mp 77-82 °C; 1H NMR
(300 MHZ, CDCl3): δ, 4.30-4.40 (2H, d), 5.20-5.35 (2H, m),
5.80-6.00 (1H, m), 7.70-7.80 (3H, m), 7.90 (1H, d); MS (CI)
m/z 224 ([M + H]+, m/z 241 ([M + NH4]+); MS (EI) m/z 197
([M]+, 100%).

The infrared spectra, in the 500-4000 cm-1 range, were
recorded for the compound diluted in a KBr pellet, using a Bomem
MB104 FT spectrometer, with 4 cm-1 resolution, and a SPECAC
variable temperature infrared cell connected to a digital controller
(Shinho, MCD 530), which enables one to attain an accuracy in
the temperature of ca. (1 °C. The temperature was measured
directly at the sample holder by an iron/constantan (copper-nickel)
J-type thermocouple. The sample compartment of the spectrometer
was purged during all experiments by means of a constant flux of
dry nitrogen, to avoid contamination from absorptions due to
atmospheric water and CO2.

Thermal studies were carried out in a differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) Perkin-Elmer DSC7, a power compensation
calorimeter with a CCA7 cooling unit, over the temperature
range 25-210 °C, with scanning rate 10 °C min-1. Data
acquisition and determination of the onset temperatures and
transition enthalpies were performed with the Perkin-Elmer 1020
Series Thermal Analysis System Software. The samples were
hermetically sealed in aluminum pans, and an empty pan was
used as reference. No sample weight loss occurred in any
experiment. A 20 mL min-1 nitrogen purge was employed.
Temperature calibration28 was performed with high grade

standards, namely, biphenyl (Tfus ) 68.93 ( 0.03 °C) and zinc
(Tfus ) 419.53 °C), and verified with naphthalene (Tfus ) 80.20
( 0.04 °C), benzoic acid (Tfus ) 122.35 ( 0.02 °C), and indium
(Tfus ) 156.60 °C). For heat calibration, the enthalpy of fusion
of indium was used (∆fusH ) 3286 ( 13 J mol-1).28

The hot stage/DSC video microscopy study was carried out by
means of a Linkam DSC600 system. The optical equipment
attached to the hot stage system consists of a DMRB Leica
microscope fitted with polarized light facilities, to which a Sony
CCD-IRIS/RGB video camera is attached. A Linkam system
software with Real Time Video Measurement was used for image
analysis. A small amount of the sample to be studied was placed
in a glass crucible used as a cell, which was covered with a glass
lid. Thermal cycles were followed by 200× magnification and the
images obtained by combined use of polarized light and wave
compensators. The thermal program for the microscope examina-
tion was run at 10 °C min-1. Biphenyl and benzoic acid were used
to confirm temperature accuracy.

All geometry optimizations and calculations of the infrared
spectra were performed at the recommended29 level of theory
for pseudosaccharin compounds, DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G-
(3df,3pd),30,31 using the Gaussian 03 program package.32

Results and Discussion

DSC and Polarized Light Thermomicroscopy Experi-
ments. The thermal behavior of pure ABID was characterized
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) between 25 and 275
°C. A typical DSC heating curve is presented in Figure 1.

The endothermic peak observed corresponds to the melting
process, which occurs at Tfus ) 140.0 ( 0.1 °C (n ) 5; where
n is the number of determinations), the corresponding enthalpy,
∆fusH, being 25.6 ( 0.2 kJ mol-1 (n ) 5). The large exothermic
peak observed between 150 and 260 °C is attributed to the ABID
f ABIOD isomerization. Note that it is clear from Figure 1
that this process takes place only in the melt. As discussed later
on in this paper, the infrared studies also clearly confirm this
conclusion. The measured enthalpy of the ABID f ABIOD
isomerization is equal to -45.1 ( 0.2 kJ mol-1 (n ) 5), thus
being very similar to that obtained theoretically, at the
DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level of approximation, for
the isolated molecule: -49.3 kJ mol-1.

Images obtained by thermomicroscopy during the heating
process of ABID are shown in Figure 2. No transformation but
the fusion of the compound is observed.

Very interestingly, on cooling the melt from 275 to 25 °C,
neither DSC nor thermomicroscopy depicted any observable
transformation. The samples were, then, kept at room temper-
ature for 30 days and subsequently submitted to new experi-

SCHEME 1: Structures of
3-(Allyloxy)-1,2-benzisothiazole 1,1-Dioxide (ABID; left)
and 2-Allyl-1,2-benzisothiazol-3(2H)-one 1,1-Dioxide
(ABIOD; right)

Figure 1. DSC curve of the first heating run of ABID: m ) 2.18 mg;
heating rate 10 °C min-1.
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ments. As expected, the DSC heating curves of these samples
revealed a completely different thermal behavior from that of
the untreated ABID. Indeed, they represent the characteristic
thermal behavior of ABIOD. Illustrative DSC curves are
presented in Figure 3. They show two endothermic peaks,
ascribable to fusion of different polymorphic species of ABIOD
(Figure 3a, b). The peak observed at lower temperature (ca. 50
°C) is assigned to the melting of a metastable phase of ABIOD;
the one at higher temperature (ca. 80 °C) corresponds to the
fusion of the stable crystalline state. The metastable solid phase
may either melt and stay as a liquid phase (Figure 3b; see also
Figure 4 showing the thermomicroscopy results) or recrystallize
to a more stable phase (Figure 3a). The metastable phase is
kinetically preferred over the stable polymorph, and the amount
of metastable phase formed and its rate of conversion to the
stable phase depend on the specific sample, thus being impos-
sible to predict a priori (in other terms, uncontrollable experi-
mental variables, like defects on the pan surface, distribution
of sample in the pan, etc., strongly influence the results). On
the other hand, if the sample is kept for several months at room
temperature, only the peak corresponding to the higher tem-
perature transition is observed (Figure 3c). This peak exhibits
some structure, pointing to a complex (multistep) fusion process,
which was not further explored in this study.

The thermomicroscopy experiments also allowed us to
characterize the morphology of the studied polymorphs of
ABIOD as obtained from the melt. As seen in Figure 4, the
metastable crystals are needles melting around 50 °C, while the
crystals of the stable polymorph are plate shaped.

Another interesting conclusion that can be extracted from
Figure 1 is the fact that, although the ABID f ABIOD
isomerization does not take place before the melting of ABID,
it appears to begin at temperatures only slightly above the
melting temperature, though at a considerably slower rate. Figure
5 shows the results obtained when a sample of pure ABID was

submitted to several heating and cooling cycles between 25 and
160 °C. Curves b and c in this figure clearly reveal that ABID
has been partially converted to ABIOD, the concentration of
ABIOD in the sample increasing with the number of cycles.
This can be easily noticed by the relative areas of the
endothermic peaks corresponding to melting of ABIOD (at ca.
70 °C) and ABID and by the expected broadening and decrease
of the melting temperatures originating from the simultaneous
presence in the sample of the two compounds. As shown in the
next section, the infrared studies were able to confirm that the
ABID f ABIOD conversion can take place at even lower
temperatures in the melt (150 °C).

Infrared Spectroscopy Experiments. In our previous in-
frared spectroscopic study of ABID, carried out for the matrix
isolated compound and supported by extensive high level
quantum chemical calculations,26 it was shown that the monomer
of this molecule can exist in five different conformational states,
differing in the orientation of the allyl substituent. The most
stable conformer was shown to be the TSk form, where the
C-O-C-C and O-C-CdC dihedral angles were found to
be 177.2° and 124.2°, respectively. The infrared spectra of all
conformers were found to be almost coincident.26 Indeed, even
for the compound isolated in cryogenic matrices (where as a
general rule infrared bands are very narrow, with half-
bandwidths typically of some tenths of cm-1 to a few cm-1),33

only a small number of bands could be assigned to individual
conformers.26 For the compound in the neat condensed phases,
we can then easily discard the possibility of identification of
spectroscopic features from individual conformers. On the other
hand, for this type of compound, it has been shown that
intermolecular interactions in the condensed phases are not
strong enough to disturb significantly the intramolecular vibra-
tional modes.17 This evidence rather simplifies the choice of
the theoretical spectrum of ABID to be used as reference to
help the analysis of the experimental data discussed in the
present study. In fact, we could safely use the theoretically
calculated infrared spectrum for the most stable conformer of
ABID (the TSk form26). A similar situation occurs for ABIOD.
This compound does also have several low energy conformers
differing in the orientation of the allylic fragment,27 but the
calculated infrared spectrum for its most stable conformer can
also be used safely as a good approximation of the spectra of
the neat condensed phases of the compound.

The selected reference theoretical spectra for ABID and
ABIOD are shown in Figure 6 (spectra a and f, respectively).
In this figure, the relevant experimental spectra showing the
ABIDf ABIOD isomerization are also presented. Spectrum b
is the room temperature spectrum of ABID in the crystalline
state (in KBr pellet), which agrees very nicely with the
calculated spectrum for this compound. Spectrum c was obtained
at 150 °C, immediately after the fusion of the compound. It
essentially duplicates the spectrum of the crystalline phase, only
showing the expected characteristic band broadening, mainly
associated with the increase of the local inhomogeneity and more

Figure 2. Fusion process of ABID observed by polarized light thermomicroscopy. Magnification 200×. Heating rate 10 °C min-1.

Figure 3. DSC heating curves of ABIOD samples prepared by
annealing at room temperature the liquid obtained in the heating process
of ABID: (a) and (b) one month; (c) one year; heating rate 10 °C min-1;
(a) and (c) m ) 2.99 mg; (b) m ) 2.18 mg.

Isomerization of Pseudosaccharyl Allylic Ether J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 113, No. 15, 2009 3519
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important contributions from higher energy conformers. Spec-
trum d was also obtained at 150 °C, but after 92 min of
annealing, and shows partial conversion of ABID into ABIOD.
Particularly useful to follow this conversion is the 1800-1500
cm-1 spectral region, where ABID gives rise to two main bands,
at ca. 1615 and 1557 cm-1 (ascribed to a ring stretching mode
and the C)N stretching vibration, respectively26), and ABIOD
gives rise to the characteristic carbonyl stretching mode band
at ca. 1730 cm-1. Finally, spectrum e in Figure 6 was obtained
at 220 °C, after the ABID f ABIOD isomerization has been
completed. This spectrum fits nicely the calculated spectrum
for ABIOD (spectrum f).

In the Supporting Information (Tables S1 and S2), the proposed
assignments for the spectra of ABID and ABIOD in the neat
condensed phases are provided. Note that the spectra of the
polymorphic phases of ABIOD were found to be very similar, the
1400-1100 cm-1 spectral range (Figure 7) being the one where
the two spectra exhibit the most relevant differences. The two SO2

stretching vibrations and several modes associated with the allyl
fragment [e.g., wCH2, twCH2, δ()CH), w()CH2)] are the main
contributors to this spectral region (together with the νC-N
stretching), which seems to indicate that the crystalline structures
differ mainly in the relative orientation of the allylic and SO2

groups, i.e., point to different degrees of conformational mobility
of the allylic fragment in the crystals.

The temperature dependence of the rate of the ABID f
ABIOD isomerization process was investigated spectroscopically

within the 135-240 °C temperature range. Figure 8 shows the
normalized (to unity) reactant concentration decays determined
from the integrated intensities of the bands in the 1610-1550
cm-1 wavenumber range ascribed to ABID. For temperatures
below the melting point of ABID, no reaction was observed.
For temperatures above ca. 150 °C, the reaction starts to take
place following a kinetics described by a single exponential
decay, in agreement with the occurrence of a single process of
intramolecular nature (see Table 1, for obtained rate constants).
In this regard, the observed kinetics is distinctly different from
that previously determined for the Chapman-type isomerization

Figure 4. Fusion process of ABIOD observed by polarized light thermomicroscopy. Samples prepared by annealing at room temperature, for 30
days, the liquid obtained in the heating process of ABID. Magnification 200×. Heating rate 10 °C min-1.

Figure 5. DSC heating curves obtained in heating/cooling cycles of
ABID: (a) first heating run; (b) second heating run; (c) third heating
run; m ) 2.64 mg; heating rate 10 °C min-1.

Figure 6. (a) Calculated [DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(3df,3pd)] infrared
spectrum for ABID; (b) room temperature (30 °C) infrared spectrum
of polycrystalline ABID in KBr pellet; (c, d) infrared spectra at 150
°C, obtained during the heating of the ABID sample: spectrum c was
obtained immediately after the sample has attained 150 °C, while
spectrum d was obtained after annealing the sample at this temperature
for 92 min; (e) infrared spectrum at 220 °C, obtained during the heating
of the ABID sample; (e) calculated [DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(3df,3pd)]
infrared spectrum for ABIOD.

3520 J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 113, No. 15, 2009 Gómez-Zavaglia et al.
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of the analogous alkyloxy substituted pseudosaccharin, 3-meth-
oxy-1,2-benzisothiazole 1,1-dioxide, that was found to be
intermolecular and to follow a sigmoidal-type Bawn kinetics,34

compatible with the occurrence of that process in both the solid

and the melted phases17,18 (MBID f MBIOD transformation
has been addressed in detail in refs 17 and 18, where a quasi-
synchronous intermolecular double methyl group transfer was
shown to be energetically favored in relation to the intramo-
lecular process). Furthermore, the experimental evidence also
indicates that under the experimental conditions used, and
contrarily to what was observed in solution, where both [1,3′]
and [3,3′] rearrangements were shown to take place simulta-
neously,15 only one of these processes occurs.

The Arrhenius plot shown in Figure 9 allowed obtaining of
the activation energy of the ABID f ABIOD isomerization
process, which was found to be 92.2 ( 1.1 kJ mol-1. This value
is very similar to those measured or estimated theoretically for
concerted sigmatropic rearrangements in similar compounds
{e.g., in allylcyclopentenyl ethers35 71.1-87.9 kJ mol-1 (in
benzene), cyanosubstituted allylvinyl ethers36 92.0-117.2 kJ
mol-1 (in diethyl ether), 5-allyloxy-1-phenyltetrazoles20 69.0-92.0
kJ mol-1 (in DMSO) or 82.0-103.8 kJ mol-1 (in 1,1,2,2-
tetrachloroethane)}, strongly suggesting that the observed reac-
tion corresponds in fact to the symmetry-allowed general [3,3′]
Cope rearrangement. Another indication pointing to the same
conclusion comes from theoretical results. Nori-Sharg et al.37

have shown that the HOMO-LUMO energy gap correlates with
the activation barrier of allylic hetero Cope rearrangements, and
the larger the energy gap, the larger the activation barrier. In
their studies, those authors correlated energy barriers within 163
and 200 kJ mol-1 with a HOMO-LUMO energy gap of ca. 7
eV, and within 97-121 kJ mol-1 with a HOMO-LUMO gap
of ca. 5 eV. For ABID, the HOMO-LUMO energy gap was
calculated to be 5.3 eV, thus closely obeying the Nori-Sharg
correlation. The study of the isomerization reaction of selected

Figure 7. 1400-1100 cm-1 spectral range of the IR spectra of ABIOD.
From bottom to top: spectra of the metastable crystal, melt, stable
crystal, and calculated [DFT(B3LYP)/6-311++G(3df,3pd)] for the
isolated molecule. The stable crystal was produced after synthesis of
the compound and annealing at room temperature for 1 year; the melted
phase was obtained by heating to 220 °C the stable crystalline phase;
the spectrum of the metastable phase was obtained immediately after
crystallization of the molten compound.

Figure 8. Normalized (to unity) reactant concentration decays obtained
from the integrated intensities of the ABID infrared bands in the
1610-1550 cm-1 wavenumber range. T (°C): 9 150, 2 160, b 170, #
180, 6 190, K 200, 0 210, ∆ 230, O 240.

Figure 9. Arrhenius plot of ln k vs 1/(RT), yielding the activation
energy (Ea) for the ABID f ABIOD isomerization process.

TABLE 1: Rate Constants for the ABID f ABIOD
Thermal Isomerization at Different Temperatures

T (°C) k (s-1) × 104

150 1.66 ( 0.06
160 3.34 ( 0.05
170 6.85 ( 0.23
180 9.28 ( 1.40
190 12.6 ( 0.4
200 48.0 ( 2.9
210 56.1 ( 3.8
230 149.4 ( 14.9
240 152.0 ( 16.5

Isomerization of Pseudosaccharyl Allylic Ether J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 113, No. 15, 2009 3521
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isotopically substituted analogues of ABID is required, however,
to firmly confirm this conclusion.

Conclusions

The isomerization of the neat pseudosaccharyl ether, 3-(al-
lyloxy)-1,2-benzisothiazole 1,1-dioxide (ABID), to the corre-
sponding N-allyl pseudosaccharin (ABIOD) was studied by
infrared spectroscopy, DSC, and thermomicroscopy, comple-
mented by theoretical calculations undertaken at the DFT-
(B3LYP)/6-311++G(3df,3pd) level of approximation. It was
shown that the process occurs only above the melting point of
the reactant (140.0 ( 0.1 °C). The reaction was found to obey
a first order kinetics, showing single exponential decay iso-
therms, with an activation energy of 92.2 ( 1.1 kJ mol-1. These
data are in agreement with the expected intramolecular and
concerted nature of the reaction, and then consistent with the
process corresponding to a sigmatropic reaction (symmetry-
allowed general [3,3′] Cope rearrangement).

In the temperature range investigated, ABIOD was found to
exhibit polymorphism. Cooling of the molten compound leads
to the production of a metastable crystalline form (melting
temperature: ca. 50 °C)), which upon annealing at room
temperature might be transformed to the stable crystalline phase.
ABID shows a single crystalline variety. The infrared spectra
of the observed neat condensed phases of the two compounds
were assigned on the basis of comparison with results of
theoretical calculations and taking into account previous ex-
perimental data obtained for these compounds isolated in
cryogenic inert matrices.26,27
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